Thomas Gaultier - French/American – Coach 1

Carolina Sá Duarte – Portuguese

Thomas is a qualified Lawyer and certified mediator, a Ph.D candidate, as well a Lecturer in two major
Portuguese universities, who practices and teaches negotiation and mediation. He is the Vice-President
and co-founder of ICFML, a non-profit organization aimed at training and certifying mediators, as well as
Of-Counsel with Abreu Advogados. He frequently writes and speaks internationally on dispute resolution
related topics, mostly regarding civil and commercial aspects.

Carolina is a young and dynamic Law student, currently enrolled in the final year of
her Bachelor’s degree. Only 21 years old, Carolina has already been a trainee at a
Bank and the President of the Organizing Committee of a Summer School.
Carolina stands out as hard working and by putting the highest levels of
commitment into her every single project.

Ana Maria Maia Gonçalves - Portuguese/French – Coach 2

Filipe Maia Alexandre - Portuguese/Brazilian

Ana is a lawyer, lecturer, mediator and organizational developer. She teaches in Portuguese
Universities, frequently speaks in International conferences, and regularly facilitates on topics related to
self-development, negotiation and conflict resolution for global organizations. She lived and worked in
US, Australia, Europe and is now based in Asia. One of her goals is the development of Portuguese
speaking mediators. She is the President of ICFML (IMI QAP), an IMI certified Mediator and a PCC-ICF
coach.

Filipe is a Portuguese Law & Management MSc student. Despite being young,
Filipe already collected a wide range of experiences, such as working as an intern
at a law firm or as a trainee tax consultant at one of the Big Four. In his free time,
Filipe enjoys traveling and collaborating with non-profit organizations, such as the
European Law Students’ Association.	
  

Francisco Lima - Portuguese

Both Coaches are lecturers at Católica University and the founders of ICFML.
Mediation in Portugal starts in Universities!

Francisco is a 20-year-old Law student. Fascinated by the way society works, he is
a dedicated student always intrigued about knowing the “why’s” behind everything
he learns. He is particularly interested in international public law and international
relations. A negotiator by nature and a reformist by spirit, he looks forward to put
this in practice at the competition.
Tiago Rocha - Portuguese
Tiago is a Law student from Portugal, currently enrolled in a master’s degree in
labor law. He is characterized as hard worker and a critical thinker. While down to
earth and realistic, he is also a friendly and upbeat person.

